Families typically rely on summer camps as ways to fill the days with engaging and educational activities. Due to the coronavirus pandemic, traditional summer camps will not take place, as usual, this year.

Southern University at Shreveport (SUSLA) teamed up with Black Rocket to offer a Virtual Summer Stem Camp to help students ages 8-14 jump-start their future in creative tech. Jasmine Horton, Continuing Ed Coordinator, stated, “Black Rocket is a national leader in tech-education. We believe they would be great partners with SUSLA in helping students in Shreveport Bossier and surrounding areas explore and learn new things virtually”.

A live instructor will teach classes each week to keep students connected and engaged. Children can choose any of the great cutting-edge courses below with topics such as coding, game design, eSports, virtual reality, and more. For additional information on program dates and times, log on to https://blackrocket.com/online/susla/.